
We want your event to be perfect and for that we offer incredible sweets to delight your
guests.

Our creations do not leave anyone indifferent!
All our cakes and sweets are made in our kitchen with ingredients of the highest quality. 

Your choice in the event dessert will refer to your personality and style. Your event can be 
traditional and have a sophisticated cake or wager on a sweet table. 

Have in account the location, the decoration and the environment that you want to create. 
We will work with you to create a perfect design.

In addition to creating nice and delicious sweets, we also handle
of delivery, assembly, disassembly and decoration, everything you need

to present the desserts with style.

The team

Sibarum Catering is a personalized, professional and above all family catering in constant
evolution since 2012 created by a team of professionals passionate about their work with a 

long history of more than 25 years in the world of catering and event organization.

At Sibarum Catering you will find always the supervision and presence of its founders, 
Cristina Romero, First Chef and head of cuisine and Cristina Rodríguez, CEO and head of 
Events and Weddings. Mother and daughter offer all their clients close, personalized and 

100% committed attention to you.

Behind every event or wedding you will find a great committed, reactive and experienced
team made up of visible and non-visible professionals who allow it to succeed. We all add

up.

CONTACT US!
93 811 08 99 / 619 20 77 63
cristina@sibarum.com
www.sibarumcatering.com



White chocolate with hazelnuts
Vanilla or chocolate cake with white chocolate and hazelnuts cream

Caramel
Vanilla or chocolate cake with dulce de leche

Berries
Vanilla or chocolate cake with berries

Lemon
Lemon cake with lemon curd

Chocolate
Vanilla cake with crunchy chocolate cream

Double chocolate
Chocolate cake with crunchy chocolate cream

Red Velvet
Red cocoa cake with buttermilk and cheese cream

Carrot Cake (individual cake)
Carrot cake with hazelnuts ans spices with cheese cream

Cheese (individual cake)
Double cheese cake, cookie base and berries jam

CAKES AND CUPCAKES FLAVORS

Price from 5,50€/portion



White or black chocolate cakepops de chocolate blanco – 2,10€/u 

Chocolate lollipops with nuts– 0,90€/u

Cookies with chocolate chips - 2,00€/u

Parisian Macarons - 2,10€/u 

Apple Tartlets - 1,50 €/u

Fruit skewer - 0,90€/u

Custard tartlets with fruit - 1,50 €/u

Dark chocolate tartlets with fruit - 1,50 €/u

Mini Brownie - 1,50 €/u

Meringue “Suspiritos” -0,90 €/u (mínimo 30)

Mini Lemon Pie - 1,50 €/u

Cupcakes (to choose flavor cake) - 3,50 €/u

Mini cupcakes (to choose flavor cake) - 1,90 €/u

Glasses of cake - 3,50 €/u

Classic, chocolate or decorated donuts - 3,00 €/u (packs of 12 units)

Sugar Dots - 1 €/u

Dark chocolate Dots - 1 €/u

SWEETS


